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ABSTRACT
With the rise of city logistics (CL) problems in the
last three decades, various methods, approaches, solutions, and initiatives were analyzed and proposed for
making logistics in urban areas more sustainable. The
most analyzed and promising solutions are those that
take into account cooperation among logistics providers and consolidation of the flow of goods. Furthermore,
technological innovations enable the implementation of
modern vehicles/equipment in order to make CL solutions sustainable. For several years, drone-based delivery has attracted lots of attention in scientific research,
but there is a serious gap in the literature regarding the
application of drones in CL concepts. The goal of this
paper is to analyze four CL concepts that differ in consolidation type, transformation degree of flow of goods
(direct and indirect, multi-echelon flows), and the role of
drones. Two of the analyzed concepts are novel, which is
the main contribution of the paper. The performances of
the analyzed concepts are compared to the performances
of the traditional delivery model – using only trucks without prior flow consolidation. The results indicate that CL
concepts which combine different consolidation models
and drones in the last phase of the delivery could stand
out as a sustainable CL solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Structural changes in the flow of goods, caused
by globalization, the growth of e-commerce volumes, demographic changes, emerging technologies
and business patterns, etc., are forcing the logistics
sector to adapt to the development trends of cities
and society in general [1]. Logistics problems in
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urban areas are directly related to the state and
trends of city development [2], while their environmental impact in recent years has become critical.
The rising problems of logistics in urban areas
stimulated the growth in interest of scientific research in this field [3]. A vast number of research
papers, especially in the last two decades, analyzed
various problems, solutions, initiatives, concepts,
and approaches in the domain of city logistics (CL).
Despite the wide spectre of analyzed CL initiatives
and CL concepts, the reason for their practical application absence is inadequate understanding of the
nature of the problems and the lack in the analysis
of long-term consequences of their application [4].
CL initiatives can be structured according to different criteria, and for this paper, the CL initiatives
that refer to cooperation and consolidation of the
flow of goods through a logistics center in urban areas are of particular interest. Cooperation and flow
consolidation initiatives stand out as a distinct category of the CL solutions [5]. Flow consolidation can
be executed through logistics centers outside the delivery area or through city terminals in the delivery
zone, in the proximity of the receivers – micro-consolidation.
The emergence of e-commerce and the development of modern information and communication
technologies enabled the overcoming of spatial and
temporal barriers for markets. The consequence of
the abovementioned is the growth in home-delivery
demands, the increase of delivery frequency and the
reduction of delivery size, the emergence of personalized consumption patterns, and the production of
individualized articles [6]. These changes greatly
affected the performances of the logistics systems,
forcing them to change and adapt. Despite the problems caused by the changes in the nature of supply
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chains, technological innovations enable the application of modern delivery solutions. Unmanned
aerial vehicles (drones), as one innovative technology, attracted much attention in the research that
covers delivery in urban areas.
This paper analyzes drones in the context of CL
concepts. The goal is to analyze the influence of
CL concepts (based on the initiatives of cooperation, flow consolidation, and the application of
drones in goods delivery) on CL performances.
Four CL concepts are analyzed, and their impact
on the CL performances is evaluated according to
ten test instances. The test instances are generated
according to real data regarding the characteristics
of the flow (demand) generators. The analyzed
concepts are defined according to the existing
drone-based delivery variants from the literature,
and their combination with the concepts of consolidation and micro-consolidation of the flows of
goods. Two of the analyzed CL concepts are novel
and this is the main contribution to the scientific literature. The contribution of the paper is also
the promotion of the participation of innovative
technologies in defining the CL concepts. The performances of the analyzed concepts are compared
with the performances of the traditional delivery
model using only ground vehicles, without previous flow consolidation. Another contribution of
the paper is the consideration of a wider set of the
CL performances.
The paper is organized into five sections. The
following section presents a short literature review
regarding the analysis of the initiatives of cooperation, consolidation, micro-consolidation, and
drones in goods delivery. Section 3 describes the
CL concepts that are analyzed, as well as the setup of input parameters for their evaluation. The
same section describes the way the test instances
are generated upon which the analyzed concepts
are applied. The results are discussed in section 4,
after which the concluding remarks follow.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The constant need for improvement and adaptation of the logistics to global trends has caused its
paradigm shift towards Logistics 4.0. Although the
majority of research papers consider Logistics 4.0
to be a revolution mainly in the internal logistics of
the individual logistics providers [7], its impact on
the CL cannot be neglected. Autonomous vehicles,
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as one of the emerging technologies of the Logistics 4.0, have given the opportunity for the research
to define various new and diverse CL concepts, yet
there is no clear prediction of their impact on the
future of the CL. Drones, as one of the autonomous
technologies, have caused lots of enthusiasm in the
existing literature, and are considered a promising
technology in the future of goods distribution in
urban areas [8].
In theory and practice, diverse CL concepts can
be defined. The concepts can differ according to
the applied technology, the degree of transformation of the flow of goods, the participants and their
role, the comprehensiveness of the flows, application domain, etc. This paper analyzes four CL
concepts which are defined as the combination of
cooperation, flow consolidation, and drone-based
delivery initiatives. The performance of these concepts is compared with the performance of the traditional delivery model – ground vehicle delivery
without prior flow consolidation of different logistics providers. The following text presents a short
literature overview regarding cooperation and flow
consolidation in urban areas as well as different
variants of drone-based delivery.
Through the initiatives of cooperation and consolidation, it is possible to improve the efficiency
of logistics activities and to reduce the negative
environmental impact of logistics. Of course, the
effects of cooperation and consolidation are directly dependent on the characteristics of demands, the
number of cooperators, spatial dispersion of delivery points, the amount of delivered goods, spatial
characteristics of the city, and they are positive
only in cases where the economy of scale and adequate planning exist [5].
Different forms of flow consolidation in urban areas are present in the literature. In a physical context, consolidation can be realized through
the logistics centers outside the delivery area [9,
10], or through city logistics terminals in the close
proximity to the receivers [11, 12]. Flows that pass
through logistics centers are transformed from direct to indirect flows [13], therefore the logistics
system is transformed into a multi-echelon system, where the echelons (levels) are connected
with appropriate logistics facilities (consolidation
centers, cross-dock terminals, warehouses, loading/unloading platforms, etc.). The most analyzed
and practically applied type of these systems is the
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 3, 451-462
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two-echelon system [14, 15], which refers to the
realization of flows from the origin to the destination through one intermediate logistics center.
Despite the fact that the application of urban
logistics consolidation centers indicates various
positive effects on urban sustainability, there is
only a limited number of its successful examples
of practical application [16]. The sustainability
of this initiative category greatly depends on the
involvement of the public sector in its financing,
planning, realization and, regulation [1, 5, 17].
Flow consolidation through city terminals in
the delivery zone is known as micro-consolidation. The goal of micro-consolidation solutions is
to reduce the number of commercial vehicle drives
in central and densely built city zones by consolidating the flows in the close proximity of the flow
generators [11]. The main functions of city terminals are flow consolidation, transhipment, and
temporary storage of goods. In micro-consolidation solutions, eco-friendly vehicles (cargo bicycles, light electric vehicles, or even on foot) in the
last phase of the delivery are utilized [11, 12, 18].
In accordance with the analysis presented in this
paper, the last phase of the delivery can also be
realized by drones.
Although drones have been present for several decades, to this day they found their application mostly in military purposes, surveillance, and
recreation. In the year 2013, Amazon has shown
interest in drone delivery, after which other major companies (DHL, Google, Alibaba, UPS, etc.)
began to develop their solutions for drone-based
delivery [19, 20].
The existing research points out that lower operational costs of drones in comparison with the
traditional delivery technologies can make them
sustainable and competitive [21]. Likewise, greater movement flexibility and lower negative environmental impact tend to justify this technology
for goods delivery. On the other hand, low carrying
capacity and limited battery endurance of drones
pose the main impediments for their practical application. By combining drones with commercial
vehicles, the limited drone carrying capacity is
overcome, and the development and application of
modular drones enabled their effective usage. The
swapping of batteries in modular drones takes only
several seconds, and their charging does not require the presence of the drone, as is the case with
the models with integrated batteries [22]. Aside
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 3, 451-462

from the technical limitations, some authors claim
that drone usage could violate safety, privacy, or
even endanger some ecosystems [23-25].
The existing research analyzed different dronebased delivery variants. In the first analyzed variant, drone delivery is executed in combination
with ground vehicles. During the delivery to a customer, the ground vehicle can release a drone to
serve another customer location in the meantime.
After serving the customer, the drone returns to its
vehicle. This variant attracted lots of attention of
researchers due to the combinatorial complexity
of the vehicle routing problem with drones. The
first authors that attempted to solve the operational
problems that follow the application of drones in
cooperation with ground vehicles for goods delivery are Murray and Chu [26], and their work was
later followed by many research papers on this topic (e.g. [27-29]). Some of the research papers analyzed the variant where a ground vehicle carries
multiple drones [30], as well as a heterogeneous
vehicle fleet, where some of the ground vehicles
are carrying a drone [31].
The second drone-based delivery variant in
the existing literature also combines drones with
ground vehicles, but in a two-echelon system. In
this variant, the ground vehicles serve as mobile
logistics centers (depots) and they are allowed only
to visit the launching sites. From the launching
sites, the allocated customers are served by drones
[32]. The drones are allowed to conduct multiple
cycles from a location to improve the efficiency
of their application. In this variant, the final phase
of the delivery is executed exclusively by drones.
A relatively limited number of papers analyzed
this variant, and some of them analyzed the variant where a ground vehicle carries multiple drones
[33], or the ground vehicle carries only one drone
that can serve multiple locations in one flight [34].
In the paper [19], the authors analyze a different
variant of cooperation between drones and ground
vehicles where the purpose of drones is to resupply
the ground vehicles during the delivery. The paper
[35] analyzed the variant of collaboration between
drones and public transportation vehicles in goods
delivery.
Besides the aforementioned, there are also variants in which the drones and ground vehicles execute the delivery independently of each other. The
drones visit the customer locations directly from
the logistics center while the ground vehicles visit
453
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the locations that are out of the drone flight range,
or the amount of goods exceeds the carrying capacity of a drone [36, 37]. Kim and Moon [38] analyzed the variant where the ground vehicles distribute the goods to city terminals that are located
close to the customers, from where the delivery is
executed by drones. The difference between this
approach and the approach in [33] is that the drones
and ground vehicles operate independently of each
other. In this approach, the drones are bound to
city terminals instead of ground vehicles, so after
the delivery to a city terminal, the ground vehicle
does not have to wait for the drones to complete
their delivery. The paper [39] analyzed the concept where the rooftops of city buildings serve as
launching sites for delivery drones. The two-echelon approach for goods delivery with drones can
provide shorter response times of logistics providers, but would also make the system decentralized
and more complex for managing [40].
The existing research that analyzed the application of drones in goods delivery mostly focused on
the operational problems (e.g. [20, 26, 27, 29, 38]).
Some of the research analyzed the effect of drone
application in goods delivery on logistics costs
and environmental pollution (e.g. [41, 42]). None
of the existing research analyzed the combination
of drones with some of the explored CL initiatives.
Furthermore, the existing research did not cover
a wider set of the CL performances during their
analysis of the application of drones in goods delivery in urban areas.
The existing literature mostly analyzed drones
as a last-mile transportation mode, rather than as
an element of a complex CL concept. This paper
analyzes four CL concepts, from which two are
novel, that combine different models of flow consolidation with the application of drones. The analyzed concepts differ in the consolidation model,
the transformation degree of the flow of goods, and
the role of drones. This paper analyzes a concept
with direct ground vehicle-drone delivery without
prior flow consolidation, two two-echelon concepts
that differ in the flow consolidation model, and a
three-echelon concept that combines two different
consolidation models and the application of drones
in the last phase of the delivery. The performances
of these concepts is compared to the performances
of the traditional delivery model that refers to the
454

direct delivery by ground vehicles only. In the next
chapter, the analyzed CL concepts are explained
in detail.

3. CL CONCEPTS FOR DRONE-BASED
DELIVERY
Flow consolidation enables spatial, temporal,
and quantitative integration of demands, and as
such, stands as one of the ideas that comprises the
foundation of the modern understanding of urban
logistics. Aside from demand integration, often the
secondary goal of consolidation is the application
of eco-friendly transportation technologies. Since
drones are an eco-friendly transportation technology with significant technical restrictions, the combination of this technology with the initiatives of
flow consolidation stands out as a potentially sustainable CL solution. The analyzed CL concepts
for drone-based delivery are explained in the following section.
In the first analyzed CL concept (C1), the delivery is realized with the ground vehicle-drone
tandem, without prior flow consolidation. In this
concept, every ground vehicle carries a drone,
and they are synchronized during the delivery.
The absence of flow consolidation means that every logistics provider performs the delivery to his
customers independently (Figure 1a). This concept
is one of the most analyzed in the literature (e.g.
[26-31]).
In concept C2, the delivery of goods is also
conducted with the ground vehicle-drone tandem,
but with prior flow consolidation in a logistics
center (a two-echelon delivery) at the outskirts of
the urban area (Figure 1b). In this concept, logistics
providers deliver the goods to the logistics center,
from where a consolidated delivery is carried out.
This concept is an extension of the previous one
and is not investigated in the existing literature.
In concept C3, the micro-consolidation of flows
takes place in the close proximity of flow generators. In this concept, logistics providers deliver
their goods to city terminals independently, while
the final phase of distribution is carried out by
drones (Figure 1c). This two-echelon concept uses
ground vehicles and drones in different echelons –
drones independent of ground vehicles. This concept can be found in the existing literature (e.g.
[38, 39]).
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 3, 451-462
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Flow of goods generator (delivery points)
Logistics centers of individual providers
Independent routes of ground vehicles
Independent drone routes
Logistics center in city outskirts area

Consolidated ground vehicle route
Consolidated drone route
City terminal in the delivery zone
Micro-consolidated drone route

Figure 1 – Analyzed CL concepts

In concept C4, the delivery is carried out in a
three-echelon manner. In the first echelon, logistics
providers deliver the goods to the logistics center in
the urban area outskirts. A consolidated delivery is
carried out from the logistics center to city terminals
inside the delivery zone. After the micro-consolidation of flows, the delivery to the customers is executed with drones (Figure 1d). This is a novel concept
and it has not been analyzed in the existing research.
Aside from the described concepts, a traditional
delivery model that uses only ground vehicles without flow consolidation (C0) is taken into consideration. The performances of the traditional delivery
model serves as referent values for the performances of the CL concepts that are analyzed in this paper.
To evaluate the performances of the defined CL
concepts, 10 test instances are generated. The dimensions of each instance are 20x20 km, with 1000
flow of goods generators randomly distributed in the
defined space. The generators are supplied by 4 logistics providers, while a portion of the generators
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 3, 451-462

Table 1 – Delivery size probability distribution
Delivery size [kg]

Delivery size [m3]

Probability

U ~ [0.01 ; 0.5]

U ~ [0.00001 ; 0.0075]

0.6

U ~ [0.5 ; 1]

U ~ [0.0075 ; 0.02]

0.13

U ~ [1 ; 2]

U ~ [0.02 ; 0.08]

0.08

U ~ [2 ; 5]

U ~ [0.08 ; 0.1]

0.09

U ~ [5 ; 10]

U ~ [0.1 ; 0.3]

0.05

U ~ [10 ; 20]

U ~ [0.3 ; 0.5]

0.03

U ~ [20 ; 25]

U ~ [0.5 ; 1]

0.02

is supplied by more than one logistics provider.
Every generator has randomly assigned providers,
where 75% of generators are supplied only by one
provider, 20% of generators are supplied by two
providers, while the remaining 5% is supplied by
3 providers. Logistics providers are located on the
edge of the defined area. The delivery size is defined
according to the probability distribution (Table 1). All
probability distributions in this paper are based on
455
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empirical data of multiple logistics providers collected in a case study of CL parameters in the city
of Belgrade for the year 2019.
In addition to the delivery size, a time window
during which the deliveries have to be carried out is
assigned to every generator according to a discrete
probability distribution (Table 2).
Table 2 – Demanded delivery time intervals probability
distribution
Time window

Time window span

Probability

9:00–11:00 h

2 h (7200 s)

0.5

11:00–12:00 h

1 h (3600 s)

0.35

12:00–15:00 h

3 h (10800 s)

0.15

It is assumed that the vehicle park is homogeneous,
and is comprised of small commercial vehicles with
the carrying capacity of 850 kg and the loading space
volume of 4 m3. Every logistics provider’s working
hours begin at 7:00 AM, and the maximum allowed
working hours of the drivers is 8 hours. The structure
of the drone vehicle park is also homogeneous, and
it is assumed that the carrying capacity of a drone is
3 kg, while the maximal duration of a drone flight
is 40 minutes. It is assumed that the average driving
speed of ground vehicles is 30 km/h, and of drones
55 km/h. Drone performances are generalized so
that they would fit into the third class in the national
categorization of unmanned aerial vehicles in Serbia
[43]. It should be pointed out that the parcels that exceed the capacity of drones are delivered by ground
vehicles regardless of the CL concept.
Various CL performances and indicators for the
analysis of the impact of the CL concepts on urban
sustainability can be defined [44]. The existing research took into consideration only a narrow set of
CL performances during their analysis of dronebased delivery. This mostly referred to costs [33], environmental pollution [41], costs and environmental
pollution [42], costs and distance travelled [31], etc.
This paper takes into consideration a wider set of CL
performances: delivery costs, distance travelled by
vehicles, CO2 emissions, overall delivery completion times, number of vehicle trips, and the degree of
loading space utilization in ground vehicles.
Delivery costs are comprised of the trip costs,
that is, the costs of the distance travelled by ground
vehicles and drones, vehicle driver labour costs,
and all costs regarding the delivery processing
456

(transhipment, sorting, consolidation, packing,
marking, etc.) in the concepts with the flow consolidation at the logistics centers. All costs are
based upon empirical data, while it is assumed that
the travelling costs of drones are approximately 25
times lower than the costs of ground vehicles [28].
The distances travelled by ground vehicles and
drones are measured as the sum of all route lengths
that are the result of operational planning in the
analyzed CL concepts. It is the simplest CL performance to measure and understand, and therefore one of the most analyzed in the literature and
practice.
The emission of air pollutants depends on the
technical characteristics of vehicles, travelled distance, road infrastructure, number of vehicle stops,
the amount of cargo the vehicles are transporting,
etc. In this paper, the ground vehicle CO2 emissions (Etruck) on its route (L) are calculated as the
sum of the emissions on all segments of the route
[45]:
E truck =

L

/ l i $ ^ E empty + ^ E full - E empty h $ a i h

i=1

(1)

where li represents the distance that the vehicle travels on the segment i, αi stands for the ratio of goods
volume in the vehicle and its loading space volume
on the route segment i, Eempty are the CO2 emissions
of the empty vehicle, Efull are the CO2 emissions of
the full vehicle. Besides the fact that one of the advantages in the application of drones is the absence
of air pollutant emissions, it is important to take into
consideration the air pollutant emissions that are released in the process of electric power generation
needed for powering the drone batteries. According
to [41], the emission of CO2 that is created during
the electric power generation for drones is 0.3773
kg CO2 / kWh, where the average drone energy consumption is 100 Wh/km. Having this in mind, drone
emissions are approximated to be 37.73 g CO2 / km.
All input parameters relevant for the analysis of the
CL performances of the defined CL concepts are
presented in Table 3.
Overall delivery completion time is comprised
of the travelling times of ground vehicles and
drones, the duration of transhipment (loading and
unloading) in logistics centers, the time needed for
flow consolidation and the customer serving time
(searching for parking, unloading of goods, transfer of goods, payment, etc.), and it represents the
time needed for the completion of all deliveries.
In other words, it represents the labour duration of
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 3, 451-462
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Table 3 – Input parameter values for the analyzed CL concepts
Input parameter
Carrying capacity of commercial vehicles
Loading space volume of commercial vehicles
Drone carrying capacity
Average traveling speed of commercial vehicles
Average traveling speed of drones
Drone flight endurance
Customer serving time by commercial vehicles
Customer serving time by drones
Distance costs of commercial vehicles
Labor costs
Distance costs of drones
CO2 emissions of empty commercial vehicles
CO2 emissions of full commercial vehicles
CO2 emissions of drones

vehicles that is required to complete all deliveries.
It is calculated as the sum of all individual delivery
completion times of vehicles.
Besides the travelled distance, the number of vehicle trips is one of the simpler CL performances
to understand. It is equal to the number of planned
routes required to complete all deliveries. The
loading space utilization in ground vehicles (LSU)
represents the ratio of the overall volume of goods
loaded into a vehicle on one delivery trip and its
loading space volume, and it can be calculated as
follows:
LSU =

J

/

j=1

qj
Q truck

(2)

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

C0

C1

C2
CL concepts

C3

C4

Source

850 kg
4 m3
3 kg
30 km/h (8.33 m/s)
55 km/h (15.28 m/s)
40 min (2400 s)
10 min (600 s)
1.5 min (90 s)
0.6 €/km
2.2 €/h
0.009 €/km
228 g CO2 / km
305 g CCO2 / km
37.73 g CO2 / km

empirical
empirical
[43]
empirical
[43]
[43]
empirical
generalized
empirical
empirical
[28]
[46]
[46]
[46]

tactical (location and number of city terminals [32,
38, 39]) and operational (consequent routing and
scheduling problems [15, 20, 26, 27, 30, 31]) levels
that follow the implementation of the observed CL
concepts are solved according to the existing literature and the authors’ experience. In the final step,
the CL performances are derived from the obtained
solutions. The analysis of the results is presented in
the next section.

4. RESULT ANALYSIS
The results analysis indicates that the overall delivery costs could be significantly reduced in some
concepts that apply the drone technology in goods
delivery. In the C1 concept, the delivery cost savings are 5% in comparison with the traditional delivery model C0, while the concepts that combine
the application of drones with flow consolidation
achieve significant cost savings (Figure 2a). In the C4
concept, it is possible to achieve 65% cost savings
in comparison with the traditional delivery model.
In other words, it is possible to reduce the average
delivery cost from almost €3 down to €1 per delivery (Figure 2b).

Average costs per
delivery (€)

Overall costs (€)

where j represents the location that the vehicle visits on the tour J with the delivery demand volume
qj. Qtruck represents the loading space volume of the
ground vehicle.
The average value of all CL performances per
delivery is determined by dividing their overall value with the overall number of deliveries.
In order to conduct the analysis, the following
methodology is applied. In the first step, the test
instances are generated according to the empirical
data. In the second step, all relevant problems on

Dimension

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

a) Overall

C0

C1

C2
CL concepts

C3

C4

b) Average per delivery
Figure 2 – Delivery costs
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6000
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4000
3000
2000
1000
0

C0

C1

C2
C3
CL concepts

C4

As expected, the analyzed CL concepts cause the
reduction of ground vehicle trips on a daily basis.
In the C1 concept, the reduction is negligible compared with the concepts that apply flow consolidation (Figure 4). The C3 and C4 concepts achieve the
greatest reduction of ground vehicle trips (Figure 4a),
but these concepts shift the last-mile delivery on the
drone technology, which is followed by the increment of drone trips on a daily basis (Figure 4b).
As with the travelled distance, the reduction
of air-pollutants is significant in the C2, C3, and
C4 concepts (Figure 5). The consolidation and micro-consolidation of flows, with the application of
drones in the last phase of deliveries (C4 concept),
achieves the greatest reduction in CO2 emissions
(65% compared to the traditional delivery model).
Average travelled distance
per delivery [km]

Overall travelled distance [km]

The distance travelled by ground vehicles is reduced in all concepts on the account of the increment of the distance travelled by drones, but also
due to flow consolidation (Figure 3). In the concepts
with logistics centers on the outskirts of urban areas
(C2 and C4), significant savings in distance travelled by ground vehicles and drones are achieved.
The concepts with micro-consolidation (C3 and C4)
tend to lead to a greater utilization of drones which
leads to further reduction of the distance travelled
by ground vehicles, but also to the increment of
the distance travelled by drones. The concept that
reduces the ground vehicle distance travelled the
most is C4. The highest distance travelled by drones
is achieved by the C3 concept, followed by the C4
concept.

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

C0

a) Overall

C1

C3

C2
CL concepts

C4

b) Average per delivery
Ground vehicles

Drones

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

C0

C1

C2
CL concepts

C3

C4

Number of drone trips / day

Number of ground vehicle
trips / day

Figure 3 – Distance travelled
1200
1000
800
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400
200
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C1

a) Ground vehicles / day

C2
CL concepts

C3

C4

b) Drones / day

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

C0

C1

C2
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CL concepts

C4

Average CO2 emissions
per delivery [kg]

CO2 emissions [kg]

Figure 4 – Number of vehicle trips

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

a) Overall

C0

C1

C2
CL concepts

C3

C4

b) Delivery average
Ground vehicles

Drones

Figure 5 – CO2 emissions
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0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.5
0.0

C0

a) Overall

C1

C2
CL concepts

C3

C4

b) Delivery average
Ground vehicles

Drones

Figure 6 – Delivery completion time

Ground vehicle loading
space utilization [%]

The overall delivery completion times are drastically reduced in the C2, C3, and C4 concepts
(Figure 6a), where the average delivery completion
time of 20 minutes (traditional delivery model C0)
is reduced to 7 minutes in the C4 concept (Figure 6b).
Significant reduction of delivery completion time in
the C4 concept is the result of combining two different flow consolidation concepts, but also due to the
independent utilization of drones in relation to the
ground vehicles.
The utilization of vehicle loading space is an important indicator of delivery efficiency. The rising
involvement of precise time-defined deliveries has
a huge impact on the reduction of vehicle loading
space utilization. The average loading space utilization degree in the traditional delivery model is only
15%, while this degree rises in the concepts that apply flow consolidations (Figure 7). The results indicate that the application of micro-consolidation and
drones in the last phase of the delivery (C3 and C4
concepts) can drastically mitigate the negative impacts of time windows on logistics activity efficiency – in this case, the ground vehicle loading space
utilization degree. It should be pointed out that the
configuration of test instances and input parameters
(average customer serving time, limited working
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Figure 7 – The utilization degree of ground vehicle loading
space
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hours of ground vehicles, the probability distribution of delivery volume, etc.) have also greatly affected the ground vehicle loading space utilization
degree.
The presented analysis of the results shows that
the application of drones in goods distribution can
have significant effects on sustainability. Drone application effects greatly depend on the CL concept.
The effects of the C1 concept are almost negligible,
which is primarily the consequence of the fact that
the ground vehicles are carrying only one drone.
The research that analyzes the concepts where the
ground vehicles are carrying more than one drone
exists [33], but the practical feasibility of such approaches remains questionable. The effects of the
ground vehicle-drone tandem delivery are significant in the concept with prior flow consolidation
(C2). The result analysis indicates that the concepts
that combine drone-based delivery with micro-consolidation of the flow of goods in the close proximity of flow generators (C3 and C4) have significant
positive effects on urban sustainability. The concepts C3 and C4 drastically reduce overall logistics
costs, the number of ground vehicle trips, air-pollutant emissions, and overall delivery completion time.
On the other hand, the concepts C3 and C4 make the
delivery process more complex by transforming it
into a two-echelon (C3 concept) and a three-echelon (C4 concept) system. The C4 concept stands out
as the best one because it combines the concepts of
flow consolidation on the outskirts of the urban area
and micro-consolidation in the close proximity of
flow generators as well. Such an approach reduces
the negative effects that specific demand characteristics (in this case heterogeneous time-windows)
have on the efficiency of the logistics activities.
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The micro-consolidation of flows has shifted the
delivery core on the drone technology, which results
in a large number of drone flights in the central city
zone and opens various questions on this topic. The
problems that would follow the implementation of
concepts C3 and C4 are of tactical and operational
nature, and they refer to the estimation of the number and locations of city terminals and the number
of drones in each terminal. Furthermore, the implementation of any drone-based CL concept must be
followed by appropriate regulations, which has not
been the case so far.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzed four different CL concepts
that combine different flow consolidation models
and drone-based delivery. Two concepts are based
on the existing ideas in the literature, while the remaining two concepts are novel and are defined as
their extensions by introducing flow consolidation
at the outskirts of urban areas, which is the main
contribution of this paper. Other contributions of the
paper are considering a wider set of CL performances and exploring innovative technologies in the CL
concepts that require more attention in the literature. The results indicate that the combination of
flow consolidation on the outskirts of urban areas,
micro-consolidation in the close proximity of flow
generators, and the application of drones in the last
phase of delivery could reduce the negative effects
of specific flow generator (customers) demands
on logistics sustainability in cities. Despite the
promising results, especially in the concepts with
micro-consolidation, it is necessary to further analyze and examine their practical applicability. The
application of drones in last-mile delivery, but also
the implementation of multi-echelon CL concepts,
opens a wide variety of questions on all planning
levels. With trends such as the growing e-commerce
volumes and events such as the ongoing pandemic
that affect consumption patterns at a global level,
new challenges are set upon the logistics sector and
complex CL concepts gain on significance.
The limitation of this research is having its focus only on the effects of the implementation of the
CL concepts. Additional research should be conducted in analyzing the required investments and
public-private partnership models for the development of such solutions. A proper financial risk assessment for all involved participants is essential.
Another limitation of this paper is in observing the
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concepts in a static environment. The direction of
future research should primarily be focused on the
analysis of the examined CL concepts in a real-case
dynamic and stochastic environment. Aside from
the observed performances, it would be interesting
to analyze the flexibility and reliability of logistics
systems with applied drones in the delivery process.
Furthermore, every concept is specific in its way
and requires solving various problems on a tactical
and operational level, especially the more complex
concepts with flow consolidation. A very narrow
set of literature papers focused on the dimensioning problems in complex CL concepts, which in this
case refers to the required number of city terminals,
drones, drone batteries, ground vehicle fleet size,
etc. Having in mind that the size and battery endurance of the drones are rather difficult to achieve in
real-life, the assumptions in this paper are taken for
calculation purposes.
Future research could focus on the development
of models for solving the planning problems that
follow the implementation of complex drone-based
CL concepts. Lastly, future research should include
other drone-based delivery variants and their combination with different CL initiatives and concepts.
Special attention should be given to legislative
aspects of the implementation of drone-based delivery concepts. Issues in this area that require attention refer to the provision of public space for the
development of consolidation centers at the urban
areas, and the access permission for drones in the
urban air space. Poorly developed regulative frameworks can pose serious impediments for the development of promising CL concepts.
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PRIMENA DRONOVA U KONCEPCIJAMA
CITY LOGISTIKE
REZIME
Sa porastom problema city logistike (CL) u poslednje
tri decenije, različite metode, pristupi, rešenja i inicijative su bili analizirani i predloženi kako bi učinili logistiku u urbanim sredinama održivom. Najčešće analizirana
rešenja, koja nagoveštavaju uspeh, su ona koja u obzir
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uzimaju kooperaciju logističkih provajdera i konsolidaciju robnih tokova. Osim toga, tehnološke inovacije
omogućavaju primenu savremenih vozila/opreme kako bi
rešenja CL dostigla održivost. Već nekoliko godina unazad je isporuka robe dronovima privukla dosta pažnje
u naučnim istraživanjima međutim, postoji ozbiljan nedostatak u literaturi koji se tiče analize primene dronova
u koncepcijama CL. Cilj ovog rada je analiza četiri CL
koncepcije koje se razlikuju prema tipu konsolidacije,
stepenu transformacije robnih tokova (direktni i indirektni, višeešalonski tokovi), i ulozi dronova. Dve analizirane
koncepcije su nove, što predstavlja glavni doprinos rada.
Performanse analiziranih koncepcija su poređene sa
performansama tradicionalnog modela isporuke – primenom drumskih dostavnih vozila bez prethodne konsolidacije tokova. Rezultati ukazuju na to da CL koncepcije
koje kombinuju različite tipove konsolidacije i dronove u
poslednjoj fazi isporuke mogu predstavljati održivo CL
rešenje.
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